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Abstract. The aim of the present study was to evaluate the
difference in treatment plan quality, monitor units (MUs)
per fraction and dosimetric parameters between IMRT
(intensity‑modulated radiotherapy) and RapidArc with single
arc (RA1) and dual arc (RA2) for malignant glioma involving
the parietal lobe. Treatment plans for IMRT and RA1 and RA2
were prepared for 10 patients with malignant gliomas involving
the parietal lobe. The Wilcoxon matched‑pair signed‑rank test
was used to compare the plan quality, monitor units and dosimetric parameters between IMRT and RA1 and RA2 through
dose‑volume histograms. Dnear‑max (D2%) to the left lens,
right lens and left optical nerve in RA1 were less compared
with those in IMRT; D2% to the right lens and right optic
nerve in RA2 were less compared with those in IMRT. D2%
to the optic chiasma in RA2 was small compared with that in
RA1. The median dose (D50%) to the right lens and right optic
nerve in RA1 and RA2 was less compared with the identical
parameters in IMRT, and D50% to the brain stem in RA2 was
less compared with that in RA1. The volume receiving at least
45 Gy (V45) or V50 in normal brain tissue (whole brain minus
the planning target volume 2; B‑P) in RA1 was less compared
with that in IMRT. V30, V35, V40, V45, or V50 in B‑P in RA2
was less compared with that in IMRT. The MUs per fraction in
RA1 and RA2 were significantly less compared with those in
IMRT. All differences with a P‑value<0.05 were considered to
be significantly different. In conclusion, RA1 and RA2 markedly reduced the MUs per fraction, and spared partial organs
at risk and B‑P compared with IMRT.
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Introduction
Treatment for malignant gliomas typically requires a combined
approach that includes surgery, radiotherapy and chemotherapy.
Radiotherapy is an important adjuvant treatment for malignant
gliomas. Intensity‑modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) has been
demonstrated to be superior to three‑dimensional conformal
radiotherapy (3D‑CRT) in patients with malignant gliomas.
MacDonald et al (1) compared the dosimetric distribution
of non‑coplanar IMRT in malignant gliomas with that of
3D‑CRT, and identified that non‑coplanar IMRT improved the
target coverage and reduced the radiation dose to the brain,
brainstem and optic chiasm. Lorentini et al (2) performed a
dosimetric comparison between IMRT and 3D‑CRT in glioblastoma. IMRT appears to be a superior radiation technique
compared with 3D‑CRT when multiple overlaps exist between
the planning target volume (PTV) and organs at risk (OARs).
IMRT allows for improved target coverage while maintaining
equivalent OARs, sparing and reducing normal brain irradiation. Intensity‑modulated arc radiotherapy (IMAT) represents
the latest evolution of cancer treatment technology, setting
novel benchmarks for speed, precision and patient comfort.
IMAT, which at Varian Medical Systems, Inc. (Palo Alto, CA,
USA) is termed RapidArc, is similar to Elekta's (Stockholm,
Sweden) Elekta Synergy ® volumetric‑modulated arc
therapy (VMAT) and Philips' (Amsterdam, The Netherlands)
Pinnacle3 SmartArc treatment planning solution. RapidArc
uses a unique algorithm that provides unprecedented treatment delivery control. As a result, treatment plans that excel
in covering target goals, while sparing critical structures,
can be developed with performance speeds faster than ever
before. Clinicians are able to develop treatments that take
one‑half to one‑eighth the time of conventional IMRT treatments: Only 2 min in a number of cases. IMAT treatment
may also result in less radiation leakage and scatter, so that
peripheral tissues receive a lower overall dose. IMAT was
used to evaluate the effect on dosage distributions in OARs
and normal brain tissue compared with IMRT and 3D‑CRT in
high‑grade gliomas, which were predominantly located in the
frontal and temporal lobes of the cerebral hemisphere (3,4).
In order to compare the dosimetric parameters of IMRT with
those of RapidArc with single arc (RA1) and dual arc (RA2)
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in malignant gliomas involving the parietal lobe, in the present
study IMRT, RA1 and RA2 treatment plans were developed
for each of 10 patients with malignant glioma.
Materials and methods
Patient selection and delineation of the PTV and OARs. A
total of 10 patients (five men and five women) with malignant glioma involving the parietal lobe were enrolled in the
present study. The study was approved by the Medical Ethics
Committee of Xiangya Hospital of Central South University
and all participants gave written content. All the participants
had been surgically treated, and their condition was confirmed
by pathological diagnosis. Their ages ranged from 16 to
59 years (mean age, 45.8 years). According to the World Health
Organization (WHO) 2007 classification of tumors of the
central nervous system (CNS), there were five cases of grade
III and five cases of grade IV (5). Temozolomide was used in
all patients as adjuvant chemotherapy to surgery and radiotherapy, referring to Stupp's method (6). Patients with malignant
glioma received concomitant chemotherapy consisting of
daily temozolomide (75 mg/m2/day) with IMRT or RapidArc
and adjuvant chemotherapy consisting of up to six cycles of
maintenance temozolomide (150‑200mg/m 2/day on days 1‑5
repeated every 28 days). The clinical data of the 10 patients with
malignant glioma are shown in Table I.
Patients were scanned with simulated computed
tomography (CT) using a Somatom Definition AS CT scanner
(Siemens AG, Munich, Germany) at a 3‑mm slice thickness,
with T1‑weighted magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) using
a Magnetom Sonata 1.5T MRI scanner (Siemens AG), with
contrast being performed in the meantime and registered with
CT. The gross tumor volume tumor bed (GTVtb) was contoured
as the residual tumor and postoperative tumor bed according
to the operative record, preoperative MRI and postoperative
MRI within 3 days following the surgery; the GTVtb with
0.5 cm margins was identified as the planning (P)GTVtb. The
clinical target volume 1 (CTV1) was outlined as the GTVtb
with 1.5‑2.0 cm margins, and the CTV2 was delineated as the
GTVtb with 2‑2.5 cm margins; CTV1 and CTV2 were based
on the pathological grades of gliomas and limitation of dose to
OARs. Dose limitation to OARs was undertaken with reference
to the Radiation Therapy Oncology Group 0825 protocol. (7).
CTV1 and CTV2 were expanded with 0.5 cm margins,
resulting in the PTV1 and PTV2, respectively. OARs included
the brainstem, bilateral lenses, bilateral optic nerve, bilateral
hippocampus, optic chiasm, pituitary gland and normal brain
tissue [which meant the whole brain minus PTV2, or B‑P)]. The
brainstem, bilateral lens and optic chiasm with 0.3 cm margins
were created as the brainstem planning risk volume (PRV), the
bilateral lens PRV and the optical chiasm PRV, respectively.
Prescribed doses, plan objective and OAR constraints. PTVs
were divided into various subPTVs, including the PGTVtb,
PTV1 and PTV2, as described above, which delivered various
prescribed doses of radiation. PGTVtb received 64.2 Gy
in 30 fractions (2.14 Gy per fraction), whereas PTV1
received 60 Gy in 30 fractions (2 Gy per fraction); and PTV2
received 54 Gy in 30 fractions (1.8 Gy per fraction) using
the simultaneous integrated boost technique. Measured as a

percentage, 95% of the PTV received 95% of the prescribed
dose; the volume of PTV that received ≥110% of the prescribed
dose was <20%; the volume of PTV that received ≤93% of
the prescribed dose was <3%; and areas outside of the PTV
were not allowed to receive >110% of the prescribed dose.
The maximum dose (Dmax) to the brainstem was limited
to 54 Gy; Dmax to the lens was limited to 9 Gy; and Dmax
to the optical nerve, optical chiasm and pituitary gland were
limited to 50 Gy.
Planning techniques. The IMRT, RA1 and RA2 treatment
plans were designed by using the identical CT data fused
with regular MRI T1‑weighted images contrasted for every
patient on the Varian Eclipse™ treatment planning system
(version 8.6.05; Varian Medical Systems, Inc.) with 6 MV
photon beams from a Varian Trilogy, respectively. The
prescription and planning objectives used for the three treatment plans were identical.
IMRT was computed with a fixed gantry, with the couch
angle set to 0˚ and the collimator set at 10˚; the type of multileaf
collimator (MLC) was the Varian Millennium 120 leaf
MLC (Varian Medical Systems, Inc.). MLC leaf sequences
were generated using the dynamic sliding window IMRT
delivery (8,9). Plans were individually optimized by using
seven co‑planar fields selecting for the best geometry for each
patient. A fixed dose rate (DR) of 600 monitor units (MUs)/min
was selected for IMRT.
RA1 used a single‑arc rotation intensity‑modulated
technology, consisting of a single 360˚ rotation (clockwise)
with the couch angle set to 0˚ and the collimator set to 10˚.
The arc starts with a gantry angle of 181˚, and stops at a gantry
angle of 179˚. RA2 used a dual‑arc rotation intensity‑modulated
technique, consisting of two co‑planar arcs of 360˚ optimized
simultaneously to be delivered with opposite rotation (clockwise and counter‑clockwise). For the RA2 plans, the couch
was set to 0˚ for the two arcs, whereas the collimator rotation
was set to the identical angle as in the RA1 plans for the first
arc and to 325˚ for the second arc. The first arc (clockwise)
started with a gantry angle of 181˚, and stopped at a gantry
angle of 179˚. The second arc (counter‑clockwise) started
with a gantry angle of 179˚ and stopped at a gantry angle
of 181˚. Plans for RA1 and RA2 were optimized by selecting a
maximum DR of 600 MU/min.
The anisotropic analytical algorithm (AAA) was used for
IMRT, RA1 and RA2 (10‑12). The dose calculation grid was
set to 0.125 cm (13).
Plan quality evaluation, dose distribution and parameter
comparison. Dose‑volume histograms (DVHs) of IMRT, RA1
and RA2 were generated with use of the Eclipse™ Treatment
system (Varian Medical Systems, Inc.). Comparisons of
dosimetric parameters and plan quality were performed
among IMRT, RA1 and RA2, and the conformal index
(CI) was calculated according to the method described by
van't Riet et al (14): CI = TV RI2/TVxV RI, where TV RI is the
target volume covered by the reference isodose, TV is the target
volume and VRI is the volume of the reference isodose; higher
values of CI represented an improved PTV conformality. The
homogeneity index (HI) refers to the formula described by Wu
et al (15): HI = (D2%‑D98%)/Dp, where Dp is the prescription
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Table Ⅰ. Clinical characteristics of the 10 patients with malignant glioma.
		
No.
Gender
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

F
M
F
M
M
M
F
F
F
M

Age			
(years)
Side
Location
44
58
26
45
40
16
59
56
58
56

Right
Right
Right
Left
Right
Left
Left
Left
Right
Left

Size
(cm2)

Parietooccipital lobe
Parietooccipital lobe
Parietofrontal lobe
Parietofrontal lobe
Parietotemporal lobe
Parietal lobe
Parietotemporal and frontal lobe
Parietotemporal, and occipital lobe
Parieto frontal lobe
Parietotemporal lobe

4.1x5.1
2.0x2.0
3.0x4.0
4.5x4.0
8.0x6.5
2.6x2.1
5.0x7.0
4.0x4.5
4.0x5.0
5.0x4.0

Extent Pathological
of surgery
grade
GTR
PR
GTR
PR
GTR
PR
PR
GTR
PR
PR

III
IV
IV
III
III
III
IV
IV
III
IV

No., patient number; M, male; F, female; GRT, gross tumor resection; PR, partial resection.

dose, Dnear‑max (D 2%) is the dose/2% volume of PTV
received, and Dnear‑min (D98%) is the dose/98% volume of
PTV received; lower values of HI represented an improved
PTV homogeneity. median dose (D50%) was the dose/50%
volume of PTV. D2%, D50%, V5, V10, V15, V20, V25, V30,
V35, V40, V45 and V50 of B‑P were compared among IMRT,
RA1 and RA2; Vn refers to the volume of the B‑P receiving
at least nGy.
Statistical analysis. SPSS 13.0 software (SPSS, Inc., Chicago,
IL, USA) was used to perform the statistical analysis. Statistical
tests of differences between dosimetric parameters of IMRT,
RA1 and RA2 were evaluated using a two‑sided Wilcoxon
matched‑pair signed‑rank test (each pair in the test consisting
of the patient‑specific dosimetric parameters for IMRT, RA1
and RA2). P<0.05 was considered to indicate a statistically
significant difference.
Results
In the present study, with respect to the D2% to OARs, the D2%
values to the left lens, right lens and left optic nerve in RA1
were significantly less compared with those in IMRT (P<0.05),
respectively (Table II). D2% to the right lens and right optic
nerve in RA2 were significantly less compared with those in
IMRT (P<0.05). D2% to the optic chiasma in RA2 was significantly less compared with that in RA1 (P<0.05). With respect
to the D50% to OARs, the D50% to the right lens and right
optic nerve in RA1 and RA2 were significantly less compared
with those in IMRT (P<0.05). D50% to the brainstem in RA2
was significantly less compared with that in RA1 (P<0.05); in
addition, V45 and V50 of B‑P from RA1 were less compared
with those from IMRT, with statistically significant differences (P<0.05). V30‑V50 of B‑P in RA2 were significantly less
compared with those in IMRT (P<0.05), respectively. Without
prospectively optimizing to spare the hippocampus, D2% and
D50% to the right and left hippocampi did not yield any significant differences among IMRT, RA1 and RA2, which indicated
that the hippocampus is not affected by different radiotherapy
techniques that feature no effort to spare it (Table II).

The dose distributions of one representative patient generated by IMRT, RA1 and RA2 are shown in Fig. 1. D2% and
D50% of OARs, with significant differences (P<0.05) are
shown in Fig. 2. The mean DVHs for the OARs of all the
patients treated with different radiotherapy techniques are
shown in Fig. 3. In terms of CI, HI of subPTV and MUs per
fraction, all CI and HI values of subPTV in RA1 were less
compared with those in IMRT (P<0.05); by contrast, all CI and
HI values of subPTV in RA2 were similar to those in IMRT,
and they were not significantly different (P>0.05) (Table III).
Therefore, this suggests that, although RA did not improve the
coverage and homogeneity of the target volume with sparing
OARs, RA markedly reduced the MUs per fraction compared
with IMRT (P<0.05), and no significant differences in MUs
per fraction were identified between RA1 and RA2. RA1 and
RA2 significantly decreased the treatment times compared
with those of IMRT; the treatment time of RA1 was lower
compared with that of RA2, with a significant difference
noted (P<0.05). Data for the parameters CI, HI of PTV, MUs
per fraction and treatment times in IMRT, RA1, and RA2 are
shown in Table III.
Discussion
IMAT (RapidArc; Varian Medical Systems, Inc.) has been
increasingly used for numerous types of tumors from different
anatomical sites, including those in the CNS. Shaffer et al (3)
compared the treatment plans in 10 cases with frontal and
temporal high‑grade gliomas between VMAT with single arc
and IMRT. PTV coverage, conformality and homogeneity
were shown to be equivalent in VMAT and IMRT. VMAT
significantly reduced the maximum and mean retinal, lens and
contralateral optic nerve doses compared with IMRT (P<0.05),
whereas the brainstem, chiasm and ipsilateral optic nerve doses
were similar. VMAT significantly reduced the mean MUs and
treatment time compared with IMRT. The results of the present
study are similar to those of Shaffer et al (3) on the whole;
however, the CI and HI in RA1 were inferior to those in IMRT.
One explanation may be that the different location of the gliomas
led to different results. Wagner et al (16) analyzed 11 cases of
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Table Ⅱ. Dosimetric parameters of IMRT, RA1 and RA2.
IMRT,
mean ± SD

Parameter
OARs (Gy)
Brainstem D2%
D50%
Lens RD2%
D50%
Lens LD2%
D50%
Optic nerve R D2%
D50%
Optic nerve L D2%
D50%
Optic chiasma D2%
D50%
Pituitary D2%
D50%
Hippocampus R D2%
D50%
Hippocampus L D2%
D50%
B‑P (%)
V5
V10
V15
V20
V25
V30
V35
V40
V45
V50

P for IMRT
vs. RA1

RA1,
mean ± SD

P for IMRT
vs. RA2

RA2,
mean ± SD

P for RA1
vs. RA2

45.9±15.3
20.2±16.8
3.0±1.1
2.3±1.0
3.0±1.1
2.4±0.9
6.8±5.1
5.1±3.7
6.6±2.9
4.8±2.4
21.4±14.5
17.5±12.3
15.4±10.5
13.0±9.0
53.89±8.20
37.95±18.04
49.05±17.08
38.82±20.62

0.96
0.24
0.01a
0.01a
0.04a
0.06
0.11
0.01a
0.01a
0.17
0.45
0.88
0.24
0.33
0.77
0.19
0.64
0.32

45.5±16.0
20.7±16.9
2.6±0.99
2.00±0.8
2.6±0.9
2.1±0.9
5.9±3.4
4.3±3.0
6.2±2.6
4.1±1. 8
21.8±15.1
16.8±12.7
14.3±9.4
12.0±8.3
53.88±8.48
39.49±17.36
48.59±18.33
37.65±21.47

0.80
0.88
0.01b
0.01b
0.11
0.14
0.01b
0.01b
0.07
0.58
0.96
0.96
0.58
0.20
0.99
0.21
0.39
0.22

45.4±15.7
19.7±16.1
2.6±1.1
2.0±0.9
2. 9±1.2
2.2±0.9
5.9±3.9
4.5±3.5
6.2±2.6
4.4±1.9
21.1±14.9
16.8±12.4
14.0±8.8
11.8±7.8
53.88±8.49
38.99±17.36
44.75±22.81
37.72±20.88

0.80
0.01c
0.88
0.96
0.29
0.20
0.58
0.20
0.72
0.14
0.01c
0.80
0.45
0.45
0.41
0.33
0.41
0.90

84.6±18.1
75.8±17.5
62.8±14.6
53.1±12.6
44.3±12.4
36.1±11.5
27.6±9.8
20.1±7.9
13.9±6.3
8.4±5.6

0.22
0.06
0.11
0.17
0.88
0.37
0.37
0.11
0.01a
0.01a

84.1±18.6
77.1±17.9
64.0±15.8
55.2±14.7
44.8±13.8
35.7±12.5
27.0±10.2
19.0±7.7
12.2±6.1
6.6±5.4

0.08
0.11
0.06
0.17
0.07
0.01b
0.03b
0.03b
0.01b
0.01b

84.0±18.3
77.2±17.6
65.4±14.1
53.8±13.1
43.3±12.6
34.3±11.4
25.8±9.5
18.3±7.3
13.0±6.0
6.6±5.5

0.80
0.37
0.20
0.26
0.11
0.06
0.08
0.09
0.44
0.73

Significant difference (P<0.05; IMRT vs. RA1); bsignificant difference (P<0.05; IMRT vs. RA2); csignificant difference (P<0.05; RA1 vs. RA2).
IMRT, intensity modulated radiotherapy; RA1, RapidArc with single arc; RA2, RapidArc with dual arc; SD, standard deviation; OAR, organs at
risk; D2%, near‑maximum dose; D50%, median dose; B‑P, whole brain minus PTV2; Vn, related volume of the B‑P receiving at least nGy.
a

A

B

C

Figure 1. Dose distribution of a representative patient with axial views for (A) intensity modulated radiotherapy, and RapidArc with (B) a single arc and (C) a
dual arc.
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Figure 2. (A) D2% and (B) D50% of OARs. *P<0.05 with significant difference. D2% of OARs: Lens R, RA1 vs. IMRT and RA2 vs. IMRT; Lens L,
RA1 vs. IMRT; Optic nerve R, RA2 vs. IMRT; Optic nerve L, RA1 vs. IMRT. D50% of OARs: Brainstem, RA1 vs. RA2; Lens R, RA1 vs. IMRT and
RA2 vs. IMRT; Optic nerve R, RA1 vs. IMRT and RA2 vs. IMRT. OARs, organs at risk; L, left; R, right; IMRT, intensity modulated radiotherapy; RA1,
RapidArc with single arc; RA2, RapidArc with dual arc; D2%, near‑maximum dose; D50%, median dose.

A

E

B

F

C

D

G

H

Figure 3. Mean dose‑volume histogram of patients with IMRT, RA1, and RA2, showing results for the (A) brainstem, (B) right lens, (C) left lens, (D) right
optic nerve, (E) left optic nerve, (F) optic chiasma, (G) pituitary and (H) B‑P. IMRT, intensity modulated radiotherapy; RA1, RapidArc with single arc; RA2,
RapidArc with dual arc; B‑P, whole brain minus planned target volume 2.

malignant gliomas, and identified that PTV coverage was higher
for IMRT (94.7%) compared with that for RA1 (90.5%) and
3D‑CRT (81.2%). The inhomogeneity was higher for 3D‑CRT
(8.2 Gy) compared with for RA1 (8.0 Gy), and lowest for
IMRT (6.8 Gy). V5% of healthy tissue, equivalent to a low‑dose
area, was lowest for 3D‑CRT and highest for RA1. All OARs
received a slightly lower dose by RA1 compared with IMRT
or 3D‑CRT. The number of MUs was 1.8 times lower for RA1
(321.1±58.8) compared with IMRT (587.8±196.2), and 1.4 times
higher compared with 3D‑CRT (224.0±12.6). These results
were similar to those in the present study in terms of coverage
and homogeneity of PTV, however, the present study has shown
that RA1 reduced the high dose volume in B‑P, but compromised on sparing coverage and homogeneity of PTV. In contrast
with the results of the present study, Munck Af Rosenschöld
et al (17) reported an RA technique that tended to have a more
conform target coverage compared with IMRT (not significant)
in malignant gliomas. Panet‑Raymond et al (4) demonstrated

that significant differences were observed in CIs, with improved
CIs noted in VMAT plans (IMRT, 0.88 and non‑coplanar IMRT,
0.89 vs. VMAT, 0.917 and non‑coplanar, VMAT 0.923; P<0.05),
whereas HIs were similar across the techniques evaluated
(HI, 0.99 for all techniques) in fronto‑temporal lobe high‑grade
glioma. It is hypothesized that the location of lesions and differences in the treatment plan strategies due to using co‑planar
or non‑coplanar radiation techniques resulted in the different
results of the dosimetric parameters in the above‑mentioned
studies.
The associations between the number of arcs with RapidArc
and the optimal dose distribution and complexity of target
volume have been studied previously (18). RapidArc plans have
been extended to use more than one arc. In several cases, the
use of two arcs rather than one has resulted in improved dose
distributions (19). Verbakel et al (20) reported that, compared
with IMRT, RA1 reduced target volume coverage and homogeneity, and RA2 improved the dosimetric distribution in target
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Table Ⅲ. CI, HI, MU per fraction and treatment time for PGTVtb, PTV1, and PTV2 of IMRT, RA1, and RA2.
Parameter
CI
PGTVtb
PTV1
PTV2
HI
PGTVtb
PTV1
PTV2
MU per fraction
Treatment time

IMRT
Mean ± SD

P for IMRT
vs. RA1

RA1
Mean ± SD

P for IMRT
vs. RA2

RA2
Mean ± SD

P for RA1
vs. RA2

0.79±0.04
0.88±0.01
0.87±0.02

0.01a
0.01a
0.03a

0.77±0.49
0.85±0.02
0.84±0.01

0.96
0.39
0.05

0.80±0.05
0.87±0.02
0.88±0.02

0.01c
0.01c
0.01c

0.04±0.00
0.11±0.00
0.23±0.01
630.30±98.68
302.00±25.30

0.03a
0.01a
0.01a
0.01a
<0.01a

0.05±0.01
0.12±0.01
0.24±0.02
363.30±40.97
73.10±7.71

0.10
0.17
0.09
0.01b
<0.01b

0.04±0.01
0.11±0.01
0.23±0.01
356.60±37.30
186.50±15.83

0.02c
0.02c
0.01c
0.45
<0.01c

Significant difference of aIMRT vs. RA1, bIMRT vs. RA2 and cRA1 vs. RA2. IMRT, intensity modulated radiotherapy; RA1, RapidArc with
single arc; RA2, RapidArc with dual arc; SD, standard deviation; CI, conformal index; HI, homogeneity index; MU, monitor unit.

volume with lower doses to OARs. Similar results were made
by Vanetti et al (21), who concluded that RA1 and RA2 exhibited certain improvements in sparing OARs and healthy tissue.
Target coverage and homogeneity results improved with RA2
plans compared with those of RA1 and IMRT in head‑and‑neck
cancer patients. Clivio et al (22) analyzed 10 patients with anal
canal cancer who were treated with RA1, RA2 or IMRT. All
techniques resulted in similar target coverage, and in terms
of sparing OARs, RA2 was superior to RA1 and IMRT. The
present study has shown that RA1 was inferior to RA2 in terms
of coverage of PTV and in sparing OARs, and that normal
brain tissue received low‑dose irradiation of malignant gliomas
involving the parietal lobe. The results reported for previous
studies were similar to those obtained in the present study.
A body of amassed evidence has indicated that radiation
can induce cancer in the human. Radiation‑induced neoplasms
following fractionated radiation therapy in the CNS have been
well documented, and it is considered that the risk of developing a radiation induced tumor is ~1‑3% (23‑25). Three cases
of radiation‑induced neoplasms have been reported following
radiosurgery (26‑28). The risk of a radiation‑associated brain
tumor in survivors of childhood cancer is positively associated
with a young age at time of radiation (<6 years), higher radiation
doses (>30 Gy), and concomitant treatment with antimetabolites
(particularly in patients with thiopurine methyltransferase deficiency) (29‑31). Information regarding radiation dose‑response
associations and subsequent tumors of the CNS is sparse.
Neglia et al (29) identified statistically significant radiation
dose‑response associations for gliomas and meningiomas in
childhood cancer survivors, and the relative risks at a specified
dose were higher for meningiomas than for gliomas. IMRT has
the potential to increase the number of radiation‑induced second
cancers (32,33). There are two reasons why the IMRT may result
in an increase in second malignancies compared with conventional radiotherapy. First, the change from IMRT involves the
use of more fields, and, as a consequence, a bigger volume of
normal tissue is exposed to lower doses. Secondly, delivery of
a specified dose to the isocenter from a modulated field, deliv-

ered by IMRT, will require the accelerator to be energized for
longer (thus more monitor units are required) compared with
delivering the identical dose from an unmodulated field (34).
There are estimates in the literature that the number of MUs
in an IMRT plan is two to three times higher compared with
a conventional radiotherapy plan, with an increase in the
incidence of radiation‑induced secondary malignancies from
1‑1.75% for patients who survive for 10 years or more (34,35).
The present study has demonstrated that RA1 and RA2 markedly reduced the MUs per fraction, and the median and high
dose volume of the healthy brain compared with those in IMRT;
therefore, RA1 and RA2 are likely to decrease the incidence of
radiation‑induced second cancer in the healthy brain.
Late sequelae of radiotherapy, which appear from 6 months
to a number of years following treatment, are usually irreversible and progressive. They are considered to be due to
white matter damage from vascular injury, demyelination
and necrosis. The pathophysiology of radiation‑induced
neurocognitive damage is complex, and involves intercellular and intracellular interactions between vasculature and
parenchymal cells, particularly oligodendrocytes, which are
important for myelination (36). Corn et al (37) performed a
phase I/II randomized trial to analyze the association between
white matter changes and serial imaging scans (i.e. MRI and
CT scans) that are associated with bis‑chlorethyl nitrosourea
and hyper‑fractionated cranial irradiation. They observed
grade 3 or worse changes in 8.3, 20.0 and 36.5% of patients
in the low‑, intermediate‑ and high‑dose groups, respectively.
For a toxicity of grade 3 or worse, a chi‑squared test revealed
P‑values of 0.04 (low vs. intermediate dose), 0.09 (intermediate vs. high dose), and 0.0005 (low vs. high dose). The
present study indicated that V45‑V50 in RA1, and V35‑V50
in RA2, of B‑P were significantly less compared with those in
IMRT; therefore, RA1 and RA2 may be decrease white matter
damage and lessen the sequelae of brain irradiation.
Radiation damage to cells is not always lethal. It is well
documented that sublethal damage caused by radiation may be
repaired within hours following irradiation. Sublethal damage
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repair occurs not only in normal tissues, but also in tumors, and
takes place not only between fractions, but also during irradiation. Therefore, the treatment time of each fraction affects
the level of cell survival. As the treatment time is extended,
the biological effect of a specified dose is generally reduced.
The effect of prolonged delivery times of IMRT treatments
on tumor control has been studied by Wang et al (38). When
the identical prescribed doses are delivered with more MUs in
IMRT, the clinical results may be worse when compared with
the outcomes in RapidArc with fewer MUs. Long treatment
time resulted in a reduction of local control rate. On the other
hand, prolonged beam delivery time of IMRT compared
with RapidArc may worsen the accuracy of treatment, due to
increased intrafractional patient motion; in addition, patient
throughput is reduced, with economical consequences. The
present study has shown that RA1 and RA2 significantly
decreased MUs per fraction and the treatment time compared
with IMRT in gliomas involving the parietal lobe, and the
treatment time of radiotherapy was subsequently reduced,
which led to a decrease in sublethal damage repair.
Although statistically significant differences were observed
in the dosimetric parameters of specific OARs among IMRT
and the RA1 and RA2 plans, the difference between the
dosimetric parameters is small, and so it is not clear whether
RA1 and RA2 are able to reduce radiation‑induced cancer and
late sequelae of radiotherapy, including brain radionecrosis
and cognition impairment. Teoh et al (39) considered that the
distinction of dosage parameters of OARs and normal tissue
between VMAT and fixed‑field IMRT is less clear. The data
suggest that, for most tumor sites, VMAT and fixed‑field IMRT
do produce largely equivalent target volume coverage, dose
conformity and homogeneity. The absolute difference in dosimetric parameters reported as being statistically significant
in certain of the planning studies is comparatively small, and
may not be clinically significant. In the future, a prospective
study will be undertaken to clarify the effect of RA1 and RA2
on the rate of radiation‑induced cancer and late sequelae of
radiotherapy compared with those of IMRT. The subsequent
selection of RapidArc will depend on its availability, the size,
location and morphology of the brain tumor, and economic
conditions.
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